
LAUNCHING NPD IN 
SUPERMARKETS 

IS GETTING

even harder
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Why do new products struggle?

Three reasons why 

new products struggle:

1. The concept did not 
hit the mark

2.They were difficult to find on 
shelf

3.The proposition was 
not clear from the packaging

Throughout 2017 our Shopper-Aha team 

conducted a wide range of ‘rapid fire’ 

post-launch evaluations, to optimise the 

performance of new products, from shelf 

to  in-home use.

In the interests of improving our collective 

success rate, we thought you might be 

interested in our observations.

Happily, in most projects we’ve been involved with, this first cause for struggle (a 

less than appealing concept) was the smallest category.

However, it’s clearly getting harder for new products to be noticed, and their 

proposition interpreted correctly ‘off the shelf’.
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There were five issues
driving these cut through and interpretation problems 

Shoppers are becoming more 
new product resistant

The increase in ‘top-up’ shopping 
is adding to this resistance

Shelves are becoming more 
changeable and fragmented

Supporting communication
is struggling to get through

12 weeks is rarely enough time 
to form a habit
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Issue one.
Shoppers are becoming more 

new product resistant

Busy, time pressured lives mean shopper’s 

minds are increasingly cluttered & distracted.

Their shopping ‘state’ is resistant to noticing  

(let alone interpreting) new information.
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Issue two.
The increase in ‘top-up’ shopping 

is adding to this resistance

During their main shop, customers 

have allocated more time, and are 

focused on the process of shopping –

hence more likely to look for and 

notice new products.

However in ‘top-up’ mode, their 

mindset resists distraction. They just 

want to get in & out as fast as possible, 

subconsciously filtering out new 

information. 

The common ‘top up’ shopping 

technique is a quick lap of the store, 

poking their heads down each aisle to 

prompt their memory. 

If it’s not an aisle they need to go 

down, then at best shoppers are only 

seeing the first few products at the 

entrance of the aisle.

Indeed, in ‘top-up’ mode, new 

products almost have to ‘knock them 

over the head’ to be noticed.
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Issue three.
Shelves are becoming more 
changeable and fragmented

‘It’s a good idea, and I like the pack 

design… but it was so hard to find on 

the shelf!’

Although there are less SKU’s on 

supermarket shelves, there are also 

fewer big blocks of single products -

making the shelf feel more busy and 

fragmented.

Shoppers are increasingly using yellow 

tickets not just to spot a bargain, but as 

an aid to navigate and simplify what 

looks like a lot of products.

During NPD evaluations, when we ask 

shoppers to choose & buy from a 

certain category, they often don’t even 

notice the new product on the shelf 

(particularly if competitor products 

have a yellow ticket).

Even when we direct them to buy a 

specific product, they can have trouble 

finding it.
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Issue four.
Supporting communication
is struggling to get through

Whether it’s because people are avoiding 

or not engaging in traditional forms of advertising

(skipping through ads, double screening, watching 

Netflix, etc..) shoppers seem to be walking into 

supermarkets unaware of the existence of new 

products - despite sizeable launch campaigns. 

Few are ‘primed’ to recall a product from 

advertising, and the vast majority of new products 

live or die solely based on their ability to 

communicate their proposition ‘off the shelf’.
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Issue five.
12 weeks is rarely enough time 

to form a habit

The challenge for any new product is to break 

the inertia of shoppers being on autopilot, 

either picking up the usual brand, or looking no 

further than that week’s special.

A product generally has just 12 weeks to prove 

itself on shelf, before the next review cycle. 

If the purchase AND usage cycle of a category is 

3 weeks, this essentially provides just 4 

opportunities to get noticed, purchased, used 

and re-bought.. and many product cycles are 

much longer...

Add to this, the constant specials that pit new 

launches against established, trusted brands at 

significant discounts - then it’s a wonder that 

shoppers ever take the risk on a new entrant. 
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As a result of these 5 issues, we 

are increasingly hearing these 

responses from shoppers -

That’s a product I’d be interested in…I’ve just never seen it

I saw it, but next time I looked for it, it wasn’t there?

I bought it once and quite liked it –

but didn’t think to buy it again

It looked good, but when (a well known brand) 

is on half price, well you just can’t go past it
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So what can we do about it?

Two questions for you...

1. In your concept and pack 

development process, how much 

thought is given to shelf cut through 

and impact?

It may be an appealing pack when 

presented in isolation, or against a 

small group of competitors –

but will it be noticed on the shelf?

2. The product may appeal when 

explained via a written concept –

but will shoppers be able to ‘get it’? 

In the absence of any advertising 

awareness, will they be able to 

interpret the new product offer 

‘from the shelf’?

A simple checklist: 

Will shoppers...

 Notice the product?
 Understand what it is, and what 

makes it different – instantly?
 Be motivated to pick it up, 

versus the product next to it?
 All within 12 weeks?

Unfortunately in our experience it’s rare 

for the answer to all these questions to 

be ‘yes’.

Indeed even when shoppers are 

participating in research, and thus primed 

to be more aware of products in a section 

of the store, they still struggle to find and 

understand many new products
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Three things you can do
To improve the success rate of NPD

1 2 3

Concept Development 
…use ‘packcepts’ in 
place of concepts

If a positioning doesn’t 
work off the pack, 
it doesn’t work!  

So why do we continue 
to use long copy 
concepts to explain 
new ideas and 
positioning when 
shoppers will never see 
this in reality?

Evaluate the 
performance of the 

packaging in the 
context of the shelf

Yes, this can be done & 
does not need to cost a 
fortune! 
A pack reviewed in 
isolation can produce 
wonderful purchase 
intent scores but 
without the context of 
competition and price 
these scores can prove 
to be meaningless.

Shopper 
considerations and 
shelf performance 

needs to be a central 
part of the 

NPD process

Evaluating your 
launch once in market 
is standard practice 
(although rarely with 
the shopper 
themselves). 
So why is optimising 
your launch with the 
shopper prior to 
launch such a rarity?



Shopper -
If you’d like details on either the Packcepts 

approach to concept evaluation, the development of ‘intuitive’ 

packaging that ‘sells’ your product ‘off the shelf’, 

or the Shopper-Aha NPD evaluation…

Please contact us for a demonstration. 

Sonia Powell

Mob: 0412 806 844

Email: soniap@bbutter.com.au

Level 3, 3 Young Street  Neutral Bay, 2089


